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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
PAZOO ABOVE 1 CENT
Pazoo
We

common stock has been trading at and above the 1 cent area, with significant volume.

can learn a lot about what makes a penny stock.

We

saw the leverage in Pazoo at $0.0042 cents and spoke to that in Paul Cohen’s Marijuana Hub. Our view was that it
would double. It has more than doubled.

We

also felt that Pazoo would trade in the intermediate time period at its normal level between 2 cents and 3 cents.

There

are very few stocks of the 278 that we follow that have the potential of rising 7 to 8 times in price.

Momentum
The

investors look for high volume coupled with consistent price increases.

Pazoo chart speaks of significant investor interest, support and high volume.

Often

times, stocks seek different levels and stay there consolidating for a period of time.

Pazoo

closed at $0.0106 cents today. Its price action on 20.4 million shares is encouraging.

With

the Cohen Grassroots Marijuana Index down about -27% YTD, picking out a double in this market is good stuff.

Clearly

it is no sure bet that PZOO will not re-trace to the $0.0075 cent level. It has done that before.

But

this action post the announcement of paying off $400 million of converts tells a different story than pre this
announcement. It looks like a new base might be laid.

Pazoo

unlike many marijuana stocks has performed on its business model and its capital structure. The future is good.

